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NARRATIVE OF WORK

I m p e r i a l  Em e r g e n c y  M e d i c i n e  
 

The winter of 2017/18 was among the 
toughest ever experienced by our 
Emergency Departments. 
   
A key risk to staff morale was a loss of 
agency over the narrative of their work - 
particularly when the narrative was of 
failure. We failed to achieve performance 
targets, and during times of extreme 
overcrowding sometimes failed to deliver 
the patient experience that we wanted to.   
Often the situation in the ED was not fully 
within the control of our staff, and over 
time this risked creating moral injury and 
burnout. 
 
Patient safety and dignity were often only 
maintained through daily acts of kindness, 
flexibility and helpfulness - but these 
actions were not always apparent in the 
narrative of work. 
 

"I haven’t submitted a single

positive report where the person

hasn’t said thank-you to me for

doing it. I have had emails, texts

and people stopping me, but every

single person has made a point of

telling me how pleased they were

to get it. I think that says a lot." 

230 people work in our Emergency 
Departments. Since launching in January 
2018, we have received 100-120 reports 
each month.  
 
20% were completed on mobile devices. 
The modal time for report completion 
was 2.5 minutes. 
 
Peak time for reporting was in the hour 
following shift-change; and reporting 
increased following busy shifts - 
suggesting that people use reporting to 
redefine their own experience of work.  
 
45% or reports are made for someone 
from a different professional group.  
 
24% of reports are made for a staff 
member from a team outside the ED.

10 MONTHS 
1050 REPORTS

Reporting as a habit 

 

25% of report recipients go on to

complete a report within a month. 

 

30% of reports are completed by

regular reporters, who complete at

least one per month. 

G O O D  WOR K  I S N ' T  E X C E P T I O N A L

The narrative of work is the story

you tell yourself about the work

you do, and its meaning. 

Your story determines how you

experience work - and how well

you do it.

T o m  E v e n s  a n d  A l i  S a n d e r s  
 

Webform  -  access ib le  f rom

mobi le  and  desktop .  

24  hr  response  -  with

ref lect ion   to  nominator  and

nominee .

Themat ic  analys i s  -

repor t ing  through

the  div i s ion 's  governance

meet ing

 

Our intention was to create a system for 
staff to notice and appreciate good work 
by colleagues in near real-time. We 
wanted to drive a culture of quiet 
appreciation. 
 
When a report is received, the team write 
separately to both the nominator and the 
recipient, thanking them and adding a 
short reflection.  
 
Reports are generally private between the 
people involved, although occasionally we 
have encouraged the reporter to also use 
the trust's system for public 
acknowledgment.  
 
Grouped anonymised reports 
have also been used to support 
collaboration initiatives with other teams 
within the trust. 

10
super-reporters complete 

2-3 reports/month

one uber-reporter 

completes >10/month

Important themes: 

 

Helpfullness: doing something that

isn't specifically your job, to make

sure the patient gets what they need. 

 

Kindness: Actively giving to others

when we see their need - time, care

support, warmth or understanding 
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